Vocabulary Cube Template
cube template - for the teachers - cube template ideas: 1. write who, what, where, when, why, how on
each side. use as a comprehension check during fiction and non-fiction reading assignments. 2. use the levels
of bloom’s taxonomy. students can ask – or answer – a question from the level of questioning rolled. 3.
practice math facts 4. review vocabulary words 5. write ... vocabulary cubes - lcsc - vocabulary cubes first
dice words both partners choose the same 6 words to practice, then write a word on each line. do not let your
partner see the order of your words. your partner should figure out your word from the strategy you use. 1.
_____ 2. ... cd o o o o o o o o o c o o 0) - westlibertyschools - created date: 10/12/2010 1:16:10 pm cube
pattern cut on solid lines - fold on dashed lines - cube pattern cut on solid lines - fold on dashed lines.
created date: 7/22/2004 6:06:36 pm ... vocabulary activity ideas - teachingmadeeasier - vocabulary
words and definitions on word cards. divide the class into two teams. give one half the vocabulary words and
one half the definitions. have the children find their match. after they are finished, you can mix the cards up
and do the activity again. cube: distribute these cube patterns with spelling words on each of the sides. break
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